Is now being highly sponsored by the Masons yet there are a few elements of their
design we need to assess. Firstly, this Age will mark the end to the Age of Pisces. (or the
Piscean Age). Pisces is the fish which represents Christ and Christianity. This is obviously
much desired by the Freemasons. Should the masonic brotherhood's credibility be nil due to
their treatment of Christianity now and in the past? Absolutely it should, because for one this
past is riddled with lies and false accusations. (e.g. at articles end). Two, their involvement with
the French Revolution where 50,000 Christians were slaughtered like sacrificial lambs in
Paris. Three, their hierarchy in the Soviet Union which crucified 200,000 thousand of Priests
immediately upon the Jewish Bolsheviks installing their new Zionist/Communist government
in 1917 and murdered tens-of-millions more simply because they were Christian. Four, the
Armenian Genocide – Armenia was the world’s first Christian country. Five, the Greek
Genocide. Well, perhaps those were more strictly Jewish situations, (not strictly lead by
Freemasonry’s hierarchy), but if they both worship and believe the same things… what’s the
difference?
Likewise, when referring to this new age sometimes we cannot prevent fate and this
new zodiac term was certainly predestined whether you believe it holds significance or not.
Speaking of fate, notice how the astronomical calendar coincided perfectly with the birth of
Jesus Christ? This was doubtlessly an example of destiny. On the other hand, when the star
Alderbaran just happened to line-up with Saturn on the catastrophe of 9/11, this was merely
the architecture of occultist/masons like Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and many more
dual-citizen Israeli's. These are religious people despite the fact they preach atheism to the
masses and have succeeded brainwashing millions of liberals who’re unaware of their goal to
de-strengthen their opposition to grant Lucifer a chance of victory in the Last Days.
Whereupon, they’re well-aware the alignment of Alderbaran (which represents the Archangel
Michael) and Saturn marks warfare between the God’s in heaven as has occurred in the
ancient past dating back to Hindu scripture.
When does the Age of Aquarius truly begin? This is determined when the vernal (spring)
equinox point moves out of constellation Pisces and into Aquarius. The most obvious
problematic issue we encounter would be Freemasons who worship everything Egyptian and
Freemasons/non-Masonic Jews who worship by imploring human-sacrifice comparable to
the Mayans, because both these cultures got it wrong about 2012! Remember, the world was
going to end in 2012 and uninformed people said, "stupid conspiracy theorists, they were
wrong?" Typical of people who fall for the term conspiracy-theorist (commenced by the C.I.A. in
1967 as explained on Page #3 of the Redeeming Truth Library titled Sophistical Society). when truth is
imparted upon them, this was a symbolic reference to the new age. (Additionally, some believed

the Mayans were also claiming 2012 to be the year the planet Nibiru returned and collided with earth.).

Hold on to your hats Freemasons.... you must wait almost another 600 YEARS!!
The Babylonians and Greeks meddled with the existing constellations until Ptolemy of
the Roman Empire wrote the first Tropical ephemeris in 118 CE. His mistake was using
merely 12 signs as a replacement for the original 13. In the years since then, this system has
gotten completely disorganized and unreliable. Ptolemy's changes plunged us into confusion
and has sped us up hundreds of years into the future. In addition, many anticipate an
impending change in consciousness that won't really occur for a long, long time.
• Ptolemy reminds me of another soul from Rome, one Pope Gregory XIII who in 1582
introduced the 12 month Gregorian Calendar featuring a once-in-a-four-year leap-year.
Prior to the madness which resulted in humanity becoming obsesses with schedules
and marking X’s on calendars, there was 13 moon cycles and each consisted of an even
28 days!
The visible reality of astronomical time, according to NASA and the International
Astronomical Union, dispels the notion that the age of Aquarius is just around the corner,
instead pointing to a completely different reality.
The precession wasn't the only thing Ptolemy omitted. He removed Ophiuchus, inserted
Libra, and homogenized all the signs into perfectly identical 30 degree slices of a galactic
pizza pie. Actually, each constellation gets a different share of the 360 degree circle of the
Zodiac, according to the time it takes for the Sun to travel through the sign. For example,
Virgo occupies around 45 degrees of the circle, while Pisces occupies 38 degrees, and
Aquarius, only 24.
Following page:

This diagram from Nick Fiorenza shows the vernal equinox and sign cusps in the 3
astrological systems. The tropical system is fixed on Aries, and therefore shows no change
since Ptolemy's time. The sidereal system, which does factor in the precession, shows that
the vernal point has moved to within 5 degrees of Aquarius as of 2000 CE. The vernal point in
13 sign astrology, shown on the outer ring of astronomical time, is about 8 degrees away
from Aquarius.
The length of each age is determined by the number of degrees of the Zodiac sign. The
age of Pisces started in 68 BCE, and because Pisces occupies about 10 percent of the ecliptic,
its age lasts almost 2700 years. Belgian astronomer and mathematician Jean Meeus (who
uses the 13 sign system) reckons we won't cross over into Aquarius until 2597 CE. The
Austrian astronomer Hermann Haupt places the start of the Aquarian Age at 2595 CE.
The true reckoning of the Age of Aquarius shows that we'll be in the Age of Pisces
for another 25 future generations. The Piscean age will continue long after we all are dead

and gone. If humanity survives another 600 years, perhaps our successors will enjoy the
benefits the Age of Aquarius.

In an image from Gone Fishing, the two fish of Pisces are seen tugging in separate directions,
the hallmark of the last sign in the Zodiac. The vernal equinox can be seen intersecting Pisces,
and its future host, Aquarius, can be seen by its water jug further along the ecliptic.
Sources – My brain S.P. & Earth Sky

From Earth Sky - “It has been a wild ride in this Age of Pisces, starting with the uplifting in consciousness
against the slave culture of Rome, yet has been rife with conflict and war ever since. Pisces is marked by
polarization, its symbol of two fish is endemic of the differentiation of the world's people. Empires and
nations have all come and gone, leaving behind a trail of blood and tears. Should we expect more of the
same for the next 600 years?”

Now this is the type of an uneducated comment above, (believing any propaganda the
mason’s feed you), will have the masons succeeding in getting what the desire out of this age
of Aquarius. There was never a more peaceful period in the history of humankind than the
era when Christianity had engulfed Europe. It’s actually become a common argument of
Protestants to claim the Catholic Church murdered 50 million men, but this isn’t merely true,
it’s an absolutely retarded statement. One man, Carrol wrote this in his book without any
evidence. Thou shall not kill. This would be impossible to complete by the sword anyhow. It
took until the 19th century to have a five-year war with death totals thought to be unthinkable
up until that time. The American Civil War had roughly 630,000 men die from musket rifle
balls and cannon fire.
With that mentioned, beginning with the American and French Revolutions, we’ve had
an onslaught of Rothschild orchestrated wars. The Civil War was no different as the
Confederate’s most powerful man was Benjamin Judah, a Rothchild agent who fled back to
London at wars closing. In addition, the revered American Freemason, whose entombed in
Washington D.C.’s 33rd Degree headquarters and who wrote Morals and Dogma a blueprint
for the NOW take-over, Albert Pike was one of Judah’s Confederate General. If southerners
only knew who were truly in control of their confederacy and their plans to establish to
countries, both hated enemies in massive debt to the bankers.

Do I truly need to mention WWI, the Soviet Union, WWII, North Korea, Vietnam,
Panama, Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria – ALL FAKE WARS THAT KILLED MILLIONS!!
Do I really need to mention the continuity of false-flag terror attacks and FBI/Secret
Service orchestrated school shootings?
How about the media we have in our country which only serves one purpose to expose
the truths as conspiracies to the public?
How about the fact that all our schoolbooks were handed over to communists after the
Russia finally expelled the Jews, otherwise known as the Reds in 1990?
I’m simply going to discontinue this narrative, however… it’s not truly about the N.W.O.!
The Kali Yuga or Iron Age is a time of low-human consciousness causing many separate
races and a world full of warfare. Nonetheless, its true narrative is based on two major
educational factors which are LOVE and WISDOM; that’s what’s supposed to be learned by
humans in the Age of Pisces as it runs concurrent with the Iron Age.
The Root Races always overlap and coexist for periods of time and as we examine the
Piscean Age there are many who still haven’t gotten the message of this age, even after God
arrived in human form to teach humans how to bear this timeframe and focus on the afterlife;
as Christ taught the correct behaviors to enter the highest dimension (of Heaven) after our
physical death. The Age of Aquarius (though attempting to be highjacked by the Antichrist to spread
false teachings) is a glorious time of heightened consciousness worldwide. Many humans are
already living in the 5th dimension with some reaching the 6th! This Age will be a time of
easier and friendlier communication between humans and a time where man exists much
closer to the Godhead; and imagine the benefits which come along with that!
The Age of Pisces will remain for another 600-years, therefore, Jesus Christ will protect
all who ask for His for help from the many Antichrists now spread across the globe abiding in
positions of great power over the common people. Nevertheless, we are close enough to the
Age of Aquarius, and our Earth has re-positioned itself in the Milky Way which has already
begun raising Gaia’s (Mother Earth) consciousness. Henceforth, those with the Holy Spirit who
beseech moving forward into the new age have the ability to do so and the more of us to do
this correctly, the greater the chances we’ll regain control of our beloved earth spreading
love to every corner of the globe!

